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About This Game

Set way in the future. CRUSH is the "Greatest Intergalactic Gun Show!" in the universe. Hundreds will die for the entertainment
of the crowd as you compete for glory and prizes!

Do you have what it takes to annihilate your enemies in this fast paced twin stick shooter? LIVE! DIE! CRUSH!

Fight your way through hundreds of psychotic enemies who only want one thing... your death.

Survive by collecting weapons and power ups.

Take on the arena alone or with a friend.

The latest in beautiful pixel graphic hardware.

Easy to learn, hard to master bullet hell gameplay.
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After trying many of the existing card games I must say that Spellweaver deserved to be known as it is probably the best
proposal:

- A real and generous free to play
It's probably the one that you'll need the less grind to come up with a decent card collection as every single game you play gives
you gold to buy new cards, with no daily restriction of any sort. This plus regular campaign missions makes it easy to buy new
packs every day. You will NEVER have so spend a dime to get anything in this game, you can get it all by just playing.

- An efficient ressource system
The level\/mana combo gives an interesting strategy approach and the possibility to exchange a card to pick a mana one every
turn removes the death mana plays you can find in other games

- No RNG cards
Don't count on RNG cards to win a game. Yeah, you're in charge!

- Daily tournaments
Some for free, some with a "ticket" entry. Tickets can easily be bought with in-game gold. Various types of game proposed
makes it interesting to play.

- You can even gain real money
Yes you read it right. Every month there is a minimum poll of 250$ plus a percentage of the money spent in the game by all the
players given the winner of the monthly tournament. Did I say the registration for this tournament was free? A serious taunt to
competitive players!

I really encourage to try this game and if you need a little boost to get started just let me know, I'd be happy to sponsor you in
game which will grant you a nice 75k gold to start with when creating a new account.. So cool i like the combos and stuff totally
recomend. This is an excellent Choice of Game book\/game.
I would recommend you to play it to become the supervillain of your dream, after many stories about superhero, playing the
other side is a breathe of fresh air and it is fully developed.

However, the end leaves you wanting for more as I was not expecting an "Harry Potter" ending.
Hope their is a sequel and that it is just as good as this one.. Great game with alot of potential! Only unfortunate thing is the
playerbase overall great game though!. game full with bugs.10x for nothing !. I really, really like this game, and would definitely
recommend it. However, it doesn't come without it flaws. Right now the metagame is kinda effy, but besides that I really do
love this game. The mechanics are close to perfect, with only a few minor flaws. But in general, it is AMAZING!!!!!. As
someone who's played a lot of the Choice Of games, this is in my opinion one of the weaker ones.
-The characters are extremely flat, and you never get to know them before having to make a choice about what kind of
relationship you want to pursue with them. And it doesn't seem to matter how you treated them before that choice- they're up
for whatever, lovers even if you stabbed them in the back, nemesis even if you were pals the whole time.
-The stats are very unintuitive and unclear. I never knew what choice would result in what changes to my character, and
sometimes the opposite happened of what I wanted, even on multiple playthroughs trying to play a certain way. This makes the
choices feel significantly meaningless- these games are of course often faking true choice, but it should still feel as if what you
picked really made an impact on the plot.
The writing is okay, and I do like the concept and underlying plot; I just wish I felt like i had more of a choice in the matter
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I give this game something between good and bad. The mechanism is similar to MTG but better adapted for online. The art is
very good and the game mechanism is mostly well developed, but the game is very inbalance and strategies are very rigid. I am
playing several good CCG games and on this one it quickly become uninteresting and somewhat monotonous.

Most matches are decided by a single card that the opponent or you can do nothing to counter. Also, by knowing what strategy
you have and the opponent have you can guest know who is going to win, no matter the luck or how hard you play. There is no
much strategy, besides the deck building, and winning decks are hevily based on golden cards.

Some mechanism are confusing, like flying, or blocking. Same as MTG, lands are drawn from the deck. They tried to correct
the luck factor with some weird mechanism, but it would be much better if players can freely choose how to manage the mana.

The game has a lot of potential, but it need sharpness and balance.. Well..what can i say that isn't in other peoples reviews
already? probably nothing other than , unlike a lot of Choice of Games writers\/devs whom seem to atleast skim the steam
forums the dev\/writer for this one seems to ignore theirs...though i'm also the only one who created a post on it so..yeah...

The story itself - i haven't played for awhile i'm just making a review on a whim.

Was okay , i liked it though i felt it tried to hard to play on the cliche 'villain' school in that it made you sound like you were
training to be a villain in a movie, more than an actual 'villain'.

with frequent references to how in the firing range your goal, an that of your minions was actually to 'miss' a lot - storm trooper
style!. and most of the story seemed to not really know where it wanted to end up.

i've only played through it once..and i can't really say its teh best Choice of Games game i've played but its far from the worst. it
definitely needs some touch ups\/edits to make it stand out more, and to give you more of a "i'm a villain in training" feel.

but hopefully the writer will improve this , and add another story because all in all i did want to continue the story when it
reached the 'finished' point..which seemed a little abrupt , in that it made it sound like it was intending to continue on but...then
took me to the "enter your information to be updated of our future releases" .

so i feel that this story may have been published a little early. i do recommend it since i did enjoy it when i played\/read it. but it
definitely needs polish.. Game is good for that money, but need more optimalization.
Actually there's not any difference when I'm change settings from low to ultra.
Intel i3 2120, 6GB RAM, GeForce 450GTS and game runs on 20 fps.. This game has a lot of potential, as of right now its very
basic but you can have some fun for a little bit. Id say for the price it is worth it.

Hopefully future updates bring more things because im unsure what the yellow and blue coins do right now lol. Its a great game
if you like book and gaming. I have nothing to add just wanted to say thanks for making the game.. This COG game exact like
Hosted Games release Community College Hero but centralised around villains. It is obviously stated in the title. Thats were the
similarities end, the basic story of main character attending educational institute to become a hero\/vilain. The story is quite
straightforward and simple. There are a lot of choices or sides to be chosen giving a lot of replayability value. Lot of character
development for the main character but the same could not be said for other characters. Some side characters lack depth as their
motives were not clearly mentioned especially differences between choosing modern or old villainism. Nevertheless, I really
enjoyed playing as an up-and-coming villain.

6\/10 Mva ha ha (pronounced mua ha ha). If you Just don't want to work for exp,money and just Customise your car and Do
challenges i say this game is the one

just added Multiplayer option and it will be Perfection. I had to play this in window mode to avoid crashes. If you do not mind
just how similar this game, especially the main character, is to Leisure Suit Larry, try this game. It is more subtle, and the wild
west environment makes for an exciting effect. The ending might come as a surprise to some, but to me, it felt right! There are
few games where the hero undergoes a major character development, and this game is one of them! Would recommend!

The 39 Steps Price Drop!:
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To celebrate the 5th anniversary of this ground-breaking interactive novel - seen as a defining moment in the genre - the 39
Steps is now available at a new lower price. Experience the original man-on-the-run thriller in a completely new way, then tell us
what you think!. New from the developer: Beckett:
The latest game from 39 Steps creator Simon Meek is now on Steam

http://store.steampowered.com/app/588230/Beckett/

Beckett is a surreal-noir by The Secret Experiment - an original story that Rolling Stone describes as "Part Detective Story, Part
Dadaist Nightmare... A rare example of total and genuine auteurism in the games world”. Hope you like it. Thanks again for all
your support.. Steam Trading Cards Now Available!:
We are pleased to announce that The 39 Steps now features Steam Trading Cards. The set brings 5 cards, 3 backgrounds, and 5
emoticons. We hope you enjoy them. Thanks for your continued support.. Linux Version GO!:
We have released the Linux version of The 39 Steps on Steam. We have also updated PC and Mac version inline with this -
eliminating the resolution dialogue at the start for a more seamless experience.

Thanks everyone,

Simon @ TheStoryMechanics
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